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Math Can you read a circle graph? This math worksheet gives your child practice reading circle graphs and interpreting data to answer questions. Here you find our free grade 6 pie graph and circle chart worksheets. Click on the thumbs to go to the worksheet download page. Draw Pie Graph(level 6)Draw Pie Graph(level 6)Draw Pie Graph(level
6)Animals in Park(level 6)Bird Park(level 6)Favorite Film(level 6)Favorite Fruit(level 6)School Subjects(level 6)Going to School(level 6)Holiday Expenses(level 6)1 of 2 NEXT >> Pie Graphs, or circle graphs/charts are a math concept that fits perfectly well with the Singaporean math concept as it integrates several different math concepts. Students
will have to analyze the graph first and then answer the challenging questions. In some of our worksheets the student will have to measure the angle with a protractor and calculate the representation of each circle part. All angles are multiples of 10 to make this a bit easier or more accurate. This is of course very challenging for grade 6 students. We
have also added worksheets in which the students had to draw the circle parts. Also here it must first be understood that all angles in a circle ad up to 360 degrees. We feel that the teacher or tutor must (re)explain the geometrical concepts involved. We also have a bunch of pie charts worksheets with either with numbers or percentage as
representations. These math pie graph exercises come with grade 6 ratio and percent calculations. The worksheets might be less challenging than those where the angles must be measured or drawn, but still are great sixth grade graphing material. All grade 6 math concepts are combined and will evaluate the students' math knowledge and skills.
The worksheets are suited for math tutoring, sixth grade math homeschooling, or can be used in online math instruction. Our Pie Graph or Circle Chart exercises and worksheets are based on the following Singaporean Curriculum math topics: Reading and interpreting pie graphs and circle charts Solving problems using information presented in the
pie graphs Measuring the size of angles in the pie graphs Being to draw pie graphs or circle graphs Being able to calculate ratios and proportions Being able use percentages in the graphs Rounding off numbers represented by the graphs Our new materials? Follow Us. Our data and graphing worksheets include data collection, tallies, pictographs,
bar charts, line plots, line graphs, circle graphs, venn diagrams and introductory probability and statistics. Kindergarten graphing worksheets Grade 1 data and graphing worksheets Grade 2 data and graphing worksheets Grade 3 data & graphing worksheets Grade 4 data & graphing worksheets Grade 5 data & graphing worksheets Topics include:
Reading bar charts Sorting objects and creating a bar graph Sorting and counting Tally marks to / from numbers Counting items with tally marks Pictographs Bar charts Bar graphs Sorting & counting (4 groups) Counting & grouping with tallies Displaying data with pictographs Line plots Create & analyze bar graphs Pie charts Venn diagrams Line
graphs Data collection Graphing tally counts Create & graph randomized data Scaled pictographs Scaled bar graphs Making and interpreting line plots Circle graphs (with / without fractions) Data collection and display Venn diagrams (double and triple) Line graphs Scaling and labelling graphs Comparing scaled pictographs Line plots with fractions
3 set Venn diagrams Pie graphs with fractions Line graphs Probability Double bar graphs Double line graphs Line plots and circle graphs with fractions Simple probability Range and mode Mean, median and mode Welcome to The Circle Graph Questions in Color (A) Math Worksheet from the Statistics Worksheets Page at Math-Drills.com. This math
worksheet was created on 2013-08-09 and has been viewed 13 times this week and 40 times this month. It may be printed, downloaded or saved and used in your classroom, home school, or other educational environment to help someone learn math. Teachers can use math worksheets as tests, practice assignments or teaching tools (for example in
group work, for scaffolding or in a learning center). Parents can work with their children to give them extra practice, to help them learn a new math skill or to keep their skills fresh over school breaks. Students can use math worksheets to master a math skill through practice, in a study group or for peer tutoring. Use the buttons below to print, open,
or download the PDF version of the Circle Graph Questions in Color (A) math worksheet. The size of the PDF file is 43092 bytes. Preview images of the first and second (if there is one) pages are shown. If there are more versions of this worksheet, the other versions will be available below the preview images. For more like this, use the search bar to
look for some or all of these keywords: circle, graph, question, math, statistics, data, management. Open Full Version Download Full Version Open Student Version Download Student Version The Print button initiates your browser's print dialog. The Open button opens the complete PDF file in a new browser tab. The Download button initiates a
download of the PDF math worksheet. Teacher versions include both the question page and the answer key. Student versions, if present, include only the question page. The Circle Graph Questions in Color (A) Math Worksheet Page 1 The Circle Graph Questions in Color (A) Math Worksheet Page 2 Other Versions: More Statistics Worksheets
Problem: At a private school, 300 students and faculty voted on adopting uniforms for students. The results are shown in the table below. Display the results of this vote in a circle graph. Adopt Student Uniforms? Response Number Yes 30 No 180 Not Sure 90 Analysis: In order to draw a circle graph, we need to represent the number for each
response as a fraction or as a percent. Adopt Student Uniforms? Response Number Fraction Percent Yes 30 10% No 180 60% Not Sure 90 30% Solution: The results of this vote have been displayed in the two circle graphs below. In the graph on the left, fractions are used to label the data. In the graph on the right, percents are used to label the
data. As you can see, a circle graph is easier to read when a percent is used to label the data. Example 1: A poll was taken to find the music preferences of students at Adams School. Each student voted only once. The results of this poll are displayed in the circle graph below. A circle graph shows how the parts of something relate to the whole. A
circle graph is divided into sectors, where each sector represents a particular category. The entire circle is 1 whole or 100%, and a sector of the circle is a part. Let's define the various regions of a circle graph. title The title tells us what the graph is about. sectors The sectors of the circle graph show what percentage of the whole is being represented
by each category. labels The labels identify the facts for each category. Now that we have identified the parts of a circle graph, we can answer some questions about the graph in Example 1. Example 1: A poll was taken to find the music preferences of students at Adams School. Each student voted only once. The results of this poll are displayed in the
circle graph below. QUESTION ANSWER 1. What is the circle graph about?
Music Preferences of Students at Adams School 2. How many sectors are in the graph? 5 3. Which type of music do students prefer most? Rap 4. Which type of music do students prefer least? Classical 5. What percentage of students prefer Alternative? 15% 6. What
percentage of students prefer Rock and Roll? 28% 7. List the categories in the graph from greatest to least. Rap, Rock and Roll, Alternative, Country and Classical Note: Another name for a circle graph is a pie chart. As you can see in the pie chart below, a slice of pie for country music has been separated from the rest of the chart. (Note: Such a
separation is usually done to emphasize the importance of a piece of information.) Let's look at some more examples of circle graphs. Example 2: Students in Ms. Green's film class voted for their favorite movie genre. Each student voted only once. The results of this vote are displayed in the circle graph below. QUESTION ANSWER 1. What is the
circle graph about?
Favorite Movie Genres in Ms. Green's Film Class 2. How many sectors are in the graph? 4 3. Which movie genre do Ms. Green's students prefer most? Comedy 4. Which movie genre do Ms. Green's students prefer least? Science Fiction 5. What percentage of students prefer action movies? 29% 6. What percentage of
students prefer horror movies? 20% 7. List the categories in the graph from least to greatest. Science Fiction, Horror, Action, Comedy. Let's look at a modified version of Example 2. Example 3: Students in Ms. Green's film class voted for their favorite movie genre. Each student voted only once. The results of this vote are displayed in the circle
graph below. The circle graph in Example 3 has seven sectors which makes it difficult to read. Although lines were used to connect some of the labels to their respective categories, this graph is too complicated because there is simply too much information. In general, if there are more than 5 or 6 categories in a set of data, then a circle graph is not a
good choice for displaying that data. You will also notice that some of the sectors in the graph above have the same values. Romance and Drama each represent 14% of the class vote; Foreign and Science Fiction each represent 8% of the class vote. As a result, it is difficult to see the difference in size of the slices in this graph. The data above would
be clearer and easier to read if it was displayed in a bar graph. Summary: A circle graph shows how the parts of something relate to the whole. A circle graph is divided into sectors, where each sector represents a particular category. Circle graphs are popular because they provide a visual presentation of the whole and its parts. However, they are
best used for displaying data when there are no more than 5 or 6 sectors and when the values of each section are different. Exercises Directions: Refer to the circle graph below to answer each question. For each exercise below, click once in the ANSWER BOX, type in your answer and then click ENTER. Your answer should be given as a word or as a
whole number. After you click ENTER, a message will appear in the RESULTS BOX to indicate whether your answer is correct or incorrect. To start over, click CLEAR. A survey was taken of which pets are bought by customers at a Pet World store. Each customer voted only once. The results of this survey are displayed in the circle graph below. 1.
How many sectors are in the graph? 2. Which type of pet is bought most? 3. Which type of pet is bought least? 4. What percentage of customers buy gerbils? 5. What percentage of customers buy birds?
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